
  

 

UNIVERSAL UNDERCOAT 
 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 
 

Inter coat adhesion is an indispensable component to a long lasting top coat and Powafix Trade Range offers this 
solution. This alkyd based primer is essential when priming and sealing surfaces. It offers excellent opacity, with deep 
penetrating properties that maximizes adhesion.   

 
 

FEATURES: 
 

 Primer, sealer and undercoat 

 Penetrates and protects 
 

SURFACE PREPARATION: 
 

 Remove all loose and flaking material. 

 Ensure surface is sound and free of any dust, dirt, grease and oil contaminants. 

 Clean all surfaces with the appropriate Powafix cleaner. 

 Never apply Powafix Alkyd Primers over any material that may adversely affect the adhesion of the paint. 

 

SURFACE POWAFIX PREPARTION POWAFIX PRIMER 

Cement Plaster, Concrete 
and Fibre Cement 

Clean all surfaces with Powafix Sugar Soap* and 
remove all algae and fungus with Powafix Fungi Fix*. 

Prime with Powafix Plaster 
Primer* 

Metal and Galvanised 
Steel 

Metal and rusted surfaces must be cleaned with Powafix 
Deoxidene* and rinsed thoroughly with water. 

Prime with 2 coats of Powafix 
Metal Primer* 

Wooden Facias, Barge 
Boards and Trusses 

Ensure surface is clean and in sound condition. Timber 
must be free of wood rot, moisture, borer and termites. 

Sand smooth before applying paint. 

Prime with Powafix Pink Wood 
Primer* or Powafix Universal 

Undercoat* 

POWAFIX APPROVED PRODUCTS: 

 All cracks, holes and imperfections are to be filled with an appropriate Powafix filler / skimmer and spot primed to 

achieve a consistent sheen level. 

 Powafix manufacturers Fill ‘n Fix* to fill and repair all cracks and holes. 

 This ready to use product is highly effective at repairing surfaces prior to painting. 

 Powafix manufacturers Powaskim Highbuild* and Superfine* skimming products to achieve a uniform smooth 

finish when plaster work is not even or damaged.  

STORAGE PRECAUTIONS: 

 Ensure lid is tightly sealed and product is kept upright at all times. 

 Secure product when transporting to prevent accidental spillage. 

 Do not dispose product into common waste system. 

 Dispose of empty container and do not use for any other purpose. 

 Contact 0860 254 620 for product disposal enquiries. 

 

 

 



  

 

GUARANTEE INFORMATION: 

1. Terms and Conditions apply. 

2. Project must be registered with Powafix before any surface preparation and coating application commences. 

3. Terms and Conditions available on request. 

* Use product directions displayed on respective products. 

APPLICATION PRECAUTIONS:  

 Ensure the surfaces have been thoroughly cleaned and treated. 

 Only paint on a dry surface. Moisture content must not exceed 15%. 

 Allow 4-6 hours drying time between coats. 

 Do not paint in cold weather below 8˚C or if imminent rainfall is expected. 

 Drying times will be extended during cold weather conditions. 

 All cracks, holes and imperfections to be filled with an appropriate Powafix filler / skimmer and spot primed to 

achieve a consistent sheen level. 

 Powafix Alkyd Primer can be over coated with both water based and solvent based paints. (Allow 16 hours 

drying time when over coating with solvent based paint). 

 Thin Powafix Alkyd Primers by adding 10% Powafix Mineral Turpentine* for spray application. Mix thoroughly. 

 Coverage for Powafix Alkyd Primers will depend on the porosity of the surface that it is being applied to. 

 For best clean up results use Powafix Eco Powa Brush Cleaner* or Powafix Mineral Turpentine*. 

 Ensure good ventilation during application. 

 Store in a cool, dry area. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

READ INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE 

 

 
Use protective glasses. If contact with eyes occurs, flush 
open eyes with plenty of water and seek immediate 
medical attention. 

 

 
WARNING! Causes mild skin irritation. Wear protective 
gloves. Avoid contact with skin. If contact with skin 
occurs, wash with soapy water. Do not eat, drink or 
smoke when using product. Take off contaminated 
clothing and wash before re-use. 

 

 
WARNING! 
Store out of reach of children and animals. If swallowed 
do not induce vomiting and seek immediate medical 
attention. 

 
  



  

 

 

GALLERY: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

COLOUR:  

 White. 

ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS:  

 Powafix Mineral Turpentine.  

 Powafix Metal Primer.  

 Powafix Fungi Fix.  

 Powafix Sugar Soap.  

 Powafix Deoxidene.  

 Powafix Galvanised Iron Cleaner.  

 Powafix Pink Wood Primer.  

 Powafix Plaster Primer. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

1L Can 
8 per case   
CLIMUNIUN1L 
6009600993082 

5L Can 
4 per case   
CLIMUNIUN5L 
6009600993075 



  

 

 SPECIFIC DATA: 

APPEARANCE: HIGH VISCOCITY PAINT.  

SPREADING RATE: 8 – 10m² FOR ALKYD PRODUCTS.  

FINISH: MATT. 

DRYING TIME: 4 – 6 HOURS. 

THINNER: POWAFIX MINERAL TURPENTINE.  

CLEAN UP: POWAFIX MINERAL TURPENTINE OR BRUSH 
CLEANER.  

SG @ 23º C: 1.38 – 1.40 

FLASH POINT: 37º C 

SHELF LIFE:  MINIMUM 12 MONTHS WHEN STORED TO 
MANUFACTURERS RECOMMENDATIONS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CODE & ISSUE DATE: 

CLIMUNIUN JAN 2017 

The information contained on this Technical Data Sheet is, to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate. As the conditions of use are not under 

our control, no warranty is given or implied in respect of such information, or in respect of any recommendations or suggestions which may be 

made. 


